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Online community newcomers can face challenges in community participation, acceptance and
fostering member relationships. Consequently, a crucial behavioral strategy for community accep-
tance identified by previous research is legitimacy. However, current conceptions lack classification
and structure, and have a narrow focus. A broader scope for investigating legitimacy is needed for
improved theoretical and practical application. This research expands on newcomer legitimacy by
classifying newcomer behavior in 4 parenting and cycling discussion communities using directed
content analysis. The analysis developed a newcomer legitimacy conceptual framework with cate-
gories including geographical, contextual, cultural, testimonial, lurking and external legitimacy. This
research offers a valuable contribution by classifying existing theory, developing new theory, and
providing a conceptual framework to guide future studies of newcomer behavior.
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Introduction

Researching user behavior in online communities is an essential activity for supporting, socializing and
integrating members to these virtual environments (Angeletou, Rowe, & Alani, 2011). As a result of
this, a diverse range of user behaviors have been investigated, including information process (Ahuja &
Galvin, 2003), community responsiveness (Burke, Kraut, & Joyce, 2010), socialization (Farzan, Kraut,
Pal, & Konstan, 2012), knowledge sharing (Godara, Isenhour, & Kavanaugh, 2009), and social expres-
sion (Chua & Balkunje, 2013). Analyzing these behaviors is a crucial task for understanding different
online community user typologies, such as leaders, lurkers, questioners, trolls, and newcomers (Golder &
Donath, 2004). A behavior that is of particular importance for understanding the integration and social-
ization of these user typologies is legitimacy. This research contributes a novel classification of online
community newcomer legitimacy, and presents a conceptual framework of these classifications to better
conceptualize and understand newcomers. This conceptual framework and its related classifications
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operationalize, broaden and support future newcomer analysis and help understand the interrelatedness
of the classifications.

Legitimacy is defined as a social object consistent with cultural beliefs, norms, and values that are
presumed to be shared by others in that situation. These social objects are constructed collectively and
depend on a consensus among community actors; “What is, becomes what is right” (Johnson, Dowd, &
Ridgeway, 2006). Simply speaking, something is legitimate if it is in accord with the norms, values, and
practices accepted by a group (Zelditch, 2001). Researching legitimacy in the online community space
has importance for interpreting the newcomer user typology, as these users must legitimate themselves to
gain community acceptance. Presenting legitimating behavior can facilitate community responsiveness
(Burke, Joyce, Kim, Anand, & Kraut, 2007) and enable newcomer integration.

Examining legitimacy can explain why some newcomers are ignored by other members, help facili-
tate positive newcomer-community interactions, determine strategies for community socialization, and
consequently, help improve member retention and community satisfaction. Retaining and attracting
newcomers is a key problem for moderators (Farzan et al., 2012), and investigating how newcomers must
legitimate their presence within a community could explain why some communities fare better than
others at retaining newcomers. Understanding newcomer legitimacy can also help develop services for
newcomers that are finding difficulties in aligning with the community norm (Wyke Stommel & Koole,
2010), such as using trained volunteer socializers who are aware of positive community socialization
behaviors (G. Hsieh, Hou, Chen, & Truong, 2013).

Current research on newcomer legitimacy in online communities has often focused on a narrow
range of online communities such as illness support communities (McCormack & Coulson, 2009),
Wikipedia (Fullerton & Ettema, 2014) and online fan communities (Whiteman, 2009). A broader under-
standing of newcomer legitimacy behavior in the online space is necessary for wider and improved
theoretical and practical outcomes. This research analyzes online community newcomer legitimacy in
a range of openly accessible personal interest discussion communities (as defined by Ridings and Gefen
(2004)) and broadens the scope of newcomer legitimacy analysis.

Identifying newcomer legitimacy in an online community
Newcomers are often required to legitimate their membership of a community through community
interactions with existing members (Lihua, 2010), and are more readily accepted when they express
a particular value held by the group (Arduser, 2011). These legitimization interactions and behaviors
can be identified through members posting about contextually legitimate topics (i.e. cycling in a cycling
forum), describing their membership of the community (e.g. presenting evidence of lurking (Fayard &
DeSanctis, 2010; Rafaeli, Ravid, & Soroka, 2004)), explaining their membership of the issue under dis-
cussion (i.e. ‘I am a mother’ in a parenting forum (Burke et al., 2010; Galegher, Sproull, & Kiesler, 1998)),
demonstrating experience of another established community (Smithson et al., 2011), and presenting
personal or testimonial information (Arguello et al., 2006; Burke et al., 2007).

By presenting legitimacy newcomers demonstrate to the existing community how they can bring
value to the community, how they are a good fit for the community, and are worthy of community atten-
tion (Wang, Walther, Pingree, & Hawkins, 2008). If newcomers fail to legitimate their presence through
positive interactions, they can be reprimanded, ignored or marginalized, and will fail to assimilate into
the community. Many communities adopt a stance towards a certain orientation which if newcomers
do not adopt they can be ignored or chastised (e.g. eating disorders should be cured and not celebrated
(Galegher et al., 1998)).

Legitimacy in online communities has often been identified and investigated in online illness sup-
port/health communities, including depression (Galegher et al., 1998), eating disorder (Wyke Stommel
& Koole, 2010; W. Stommel & Meijman, 2011) and breast cancer communities (Arguello et al., 2006).
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These investigations found that describing diagnosis and illness experience was necessary for commu-
nity membership and legitimacy (Armstrong, Koteyko, & Powell, 2011; Walstrom, 2000). There have also
been investigations into legitimacy in Wikipedia and open source communities, which focused on the
legitimation of leader behavior (Zhu, Kraut, & Kittur, 2012) and legitimacy and social realities (Fullerton
& Ettema, 2014). Although research in these communities has helped theorize legitimacy, there has been
less research in other types of online communities where claims to membership may not be as clear-cut.
Previous research has highlighted the need to investigate legitimacy in different kinds of online commu-
nities (Galegher et al., 1998) and it is unknown if legitimacy can be conceptualized in personal interest
discussion communities in the same way as previously researched.

The broad definition of discussion communities are communities dedicated to the exchange of infor-
mation with reference to a defined topic (Stanoevska-Slabeva & Schmid, 2001). Although this definition
could include both illness support/health and personal interest online communities, illness support com-
munities are generally abstracted from more general discussion communities because of their narrow
focus and occasional strict entry requirements. It is unknown whether these other community types
validate existing legitimacy theory or could augment existing theories. A lack of online community
legitimacy classification and synthesis has made it difficult to address this.

Classifying newcomer legitimacy
Existing theories on online community legitimacy and their application to the newcomer social role
have yet been classified into a theoretical structure or conceptual framework. Building classification
schema involves identifying phenomena of interest, partitioning these phenomena into meaningful
clusters, and constructing a structure reflecting relationships among the phenomena (Kaplan, 1973).
Classification is important for this burgeoning field as not only does it reflect and display theory in
a useful way, but also explains and generates new knowledge (Kwasnik, 1992). One of the aims of
this research is to classify existing theories of newcomer legitimacy, as well as identifying emergent
categories through qualitative data analysis.

Current research has focused on three main areas of online community newcomer legitimacy: legit-
imacy derived from lurking behaviors (Baym, 1993; Galegher et al., 1998), legitimacy created by writing
about legitimate (i.e. contextually significant) topics (Fayard & DeSanctis, 2010; Galegher et al., 1998),
and legitimacy presented through personal testimonials (Burke et al., 2010; Dove, Eubanks, Panteli,
Watts, & Joinson, 2011) (see Table 1). Writing about legitimate topics to create newcomer legitimacy

Table 1 Classification of Existing Online Community Legitimacy Theory

Category Operationalization Example from data

Contextual legitimacy Content that relates directly to the context of
the community (Fayard & DeSanctis, 2010;
Galegher et al., 1998).

Baby, mother, parent, bike,
cycling, trails.

Testimonial legitimacy Content with personal testimonial information
including demographic information,
personal pronoun use, and personal
contributions (Arguello et al., 2006; Burke
et al., 2010; Dove et al., 2011).

Can anyone recommend a
good crèche. I have a 2
year old?

Lurking legitimacy Content that refers to lurking and de-lurking
(Baym, 1993; Fayard & DeSanctis, 2010).

Lurk, reading, logging on.
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in an online community has been classified as contextual legitimacy (Galegher et al., 1998). This cate-
gorization was classified as such because this legitimacy was tied to the context of the community. A
second classification, derived from the literature, was testimonial legitimacy. This legitimacy involves
providing personal information prior to making community contributions. Both Galegher et al. (1998)
and Arguello et al. (2006) identified this behavior as being successful for receiving community responses,
and thus increasing legitimacy. A third classification, lurking legitimacy, describes how newcomers pre-
sented legitimacy through referencing types of ‘lurking’ behavioral statements (Galegher et al., 1998).
In established communities, newcomers can lurk for periods of time prior to interacting. It is in these
periods of lurking that newcomers learn community norms, language and structure.

Given newcomers are drawing interest from researchers because of how their behavior can impact
on overall community development (Kraut, Burke, & Riedl, 2011), classifying legitimacy with these users
in mind appears to be both warranted and necessary. Prior to analyzing online community legitimacy,
it is necessary to conceptualize the newcomer role to understand why these particular users were inves-
tigated.

Conceptualizing online community newcomers
In practical terms, researchers have defined online community newcomers by their activity in the com-
munity (e.g. time period since registration, or total number of posts), and the term ‘newcomer’ can
be conceptualized from the theoretical definition of a social role. Social roles are expected patterns of
contextual behavior where rights and duties are attached to status (Biddle, 1979), and behavior is clas-
sified into meaningful categories (Barnes, Bauer, Neumann, & Huber, 2007). For example, in an online
community, a “lurker” is expected to “lurk” and not post any content, a “questioner” is expected to “ques-
tion,” and a “newcomer” is expected to be “new” to the rules of the community. These online roles can
be observed in communication content, patterns in social networks and user behavioral history. Ulti-
mately, these social roles are a window into the underlying social structure of interaction (Bettencourt
& Sheldon, 2001). They can help classify, compare, understand, and reduce the complexity of pop-
ulation behaviors (Barnes et al., 2007; Lerner, 2005). As online communities become more complex,
and social life is embedded within online systems, social roles become valuable as a tool for simplify-
ing systems of action, recognizing user types and cultivating communities (Gleave, Welser, Lento, &
Smith, 2009). Categorizing online community users through social roles is beneficial as it helps mon-
itor the relative proportions of community roles; large numbers of existing members but few new-
comers could impact on community development. It is also helpful to users to have a better under-
standing of who other users are which can enable social interactions (Forestier, Stavrianou, Velcin,
& Zighed, 2012).

Research into the newcomer social role originated in psychology and organizational theory, and
much has been written on their assimilation into offline organizations (Jones, 1986; Morrison, 2002).
However, although there are similarities between online and offline groups, it would be erroneous to
automatically generalize theory between them. The concept of newcomers in an online community has
been discussed by a wide range of disciplines including social role theorists (Viegas & Smith, 2004),
community theorists (Kim, 2006), human-computer interaction theorists (Kraut et al., 2011), and social
anthropologists (Lave & Wenger, 1991). For example, online theorists (Bryant, Forte, and Bruckman,
2005) have used Lave and Wenger’s (1991) theory of legitimate peripheral participation to describe how
in online communities of practice, newcomers move from being new community members to experi-
enced members. HCI theorists, such as Kraut et al. (2001), describe the challenges of dealing with online
newcomers and the importance of newcomer recruitment, retention, and selection for successful online
community management. Social role theorists commonly use the term ‘newcomer’ to aid their under-
standing and classification of different roles within an online community. It is evident that the broad
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investigation of newcomers across multiple approaches highlights its importance for current research
directions.

These users have been characterized by behaviors such as questioning (Burke et al., 2010), sup-
plication (Golder & Donath, 2004) and seeking information. These strategies are used to help them
gain knowledge and awareness of the community’s expectations (Han & Farzan, 2013). Although the
research purports similarities between newcomer behavior, some classification has been developed
which suggests the heterogeneous and complex nature of newcomers (Han & Farzan, 2013; Singh,
Kathuria, & Johri, 2012). It is important to note this behavioral complexity could have an impact on
newcomer legitimacy classification, whereby other behaviors could be intertwined with legitimacy
behavior.

It is evident newcomers play an important role in community development, and investigating their
legitimation strategies is a key concern for understanding, developing, and managing online community
user behavior. The literature review has identified the importance of investigating newcomer legitimacy;
current conceptions of legitimacy, although significant, lack classification and structure and have failed
to address a broad range of online community types. Ultimately, analyzing how newcomer legitimacy is
presented in a wider scope of online communities allows for improved generalizability and theoretical
development.

Research Aims and Questions
This research has three major research aims. First, it aims to identify and classify existing theories of
online community newcomer legitimacy via existing literature and emergent qualitative analysis. This
classification aims to provide sensitizing categories of newcomer legitimacy which can help frame, guide
and direct future research. Secondly, the research aims to support existing theories of legitimacy by
examining them in newcomer data from four online discussion communities. Thirdly, it aims to deter-
mine whether new theoretical constructions of legitimacy can be identified and emerge from this data,
via directed content analysis using these existing theories. In essence, the emergent analysis intends to
explore how newcomers establish legitimacy themselves, and the directed analysis explores how new-
comer legitimacy presents itself from a previous theoretically derived perception. The combination of
these aims intends to identify how newcomers establish legitimacy in an online community.

Method

Qualitative directed content analysis
This research used directed content analysis to analyze legitimacy behavior in newcomers from four
online discussion communities (see Figure 1). Content analysis is a method for analyzing written, ver-
bal or visual communication messages to produce a condensed and broad description of a phenomenon,
or to generate concepts used for building conceptual frameworks or theoretical categories (Elo & Kyn-
gäs, 2008). It has been classified into three approaches; conventional, directed, or summative (H. Hsieh
& Shannon, 2005), and the directed approach uses existing theory and prior research as structure for
the content analysis. This approach has been used to validate or extend existing theory, or to augment
incomplete theory.

In practice, this method uses existing theoretical concepts derived from the literature to frame the-
matic analysis and help determine initial coding schemes and coding relationships. These theoretical
concepts are then identified, categorized, and operationalized within the text. After these concepts have
been coded, both remaining text and previously coded text can be coded with new categories, or as a
subcategory of an existing code.
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Phase 2:
Emergent Theory

6. Micro analysis if data: Open
coding and axial coding

7. Constant comparison of data

8. Memos

9. Defining and refining
categories

10. Results emerged from data

Repeat with 4 communities

Results and model generation

Phase 1:
Existing Theory

1. Theoretically-based definition
of aspects of analysis including

main categories (Mayring, 2000)

2. Operational definitions and
coding rules determined

(Hseih and Shannon, 2005)

3. Coding agenda created

4. Data coded using categories
derived from literature

(Mayring, 2000)

5. Results supported by theory

Figure 1 Directed Content Analysis Procedure

Identifying existing online community legitimacy theory
A literature review on online community legitimacy was conducted to direct the content analysis. This
review used academic databases such as Scopus, ISI Web of Science, Science Direct, Google Scholar, and
SpringerLink to search for peer-reviewed literature with keywords related to legitimacy and online com-
munities (e.g. legitimate, legitimacy, online community). Literature of note was read and any potential
categories were identified. These categories were developed by codifying existing research into coding
frameworks, and formed the basis of the directed content analysis. The following existing theoretical
concepts were codified by the authors and used to direct the initial content analysis: contextual, testimo-
nial, and lurking legitimacy (see Table 1). Following the literature review and the classification of existing
theory, newcomer data from four online communities were sampled.

Sampling
Active online communities were sought with daily new postings and threads, healthy traffic statistics, and
substantial numbers of community members encompassing different roles. Communities were selected
from four separate geographical bases (Ireland, Australia, Spain, and Canada) to mitigate any prob-
lematic cultural biases. The subject matter of parenting was selected for three communities as these
communities are known for their abundant activity, good social interactivity, and high information
dissemination (Appleton, Fowler, & Brown, 2014; Farquharson, 2011; Niela-Vilen, Axelin, Salantera,
& Melender, 2014). The fourth community, NSMB, was selected as it also displayed high interactivity
between users, an established user base, and provided a different subject matter than parenting to allow
for greater generalizability of the analytical output.

Three parenting communities, SerPadres.es, MagicMum.com, and EssentialBaby.com, and one
cycling community, North Shore Mountain Biking (NSMB.com), were sampled. Magic Mum (est. 2004)
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Table 2 Online Communities Sampled for Legitimacy Analysis

Community Name Magic Mum Essential Baby NSMB Ser Padres Total

Total Members(Sept 2014) 35,260 248,642 34,400 8,874 293,120
Sample of Newcomers

Analyzed
60 79 56 69 264

Sample of Threads Extracted 173 116 63 110 455
No. of Threads With Coding

References to Legitimacy
59 81 54 85 279

Total Posts Within Threads 1,422 645 184 708 2,959
Total Words 99,651 47,778 11,230 64,557 223,216

is an Irish parenting website focusing on mothers and expectant mothers, Essential Baby is touted as
the largest online parenting community in Australia (240,000 members), and Ser Padres is a Spanish
parenting community (est. 2009) that provides information and support in parenting topics. NSMB
is a Canadian mountain bike website and community that discusses mountain bikes, and Canadian
trails with over 34,000 members. The administrators of each community were contacted prior to data
collection to ensure that no ethical standards were breached, and all data examples have been fully
anonymized (see Table 2).

A sample of threads within a 3-month period by or contributed to newcomers were extracted from
each community between August and December 2013. Newcomers were determined as users who had
a registration date and had posted content 3 months or less from the time of extraction. The rationale
for using time from registration date rather time from first posting was because it was suggested by
Sonnenbichler (2009) and most other investigations into online community newcomers had used this
variable (Choi, Alexander, Kraut, & Levine, 2010; Singh, Johri, & Mitra, 2011). The time period for sam-
pling newcomers was determined through a qualitative reflexive analysis of the four online communities
using detailed memos and qualitative matrices. This analysis determined that, in general, after 3 months
newcomers were integrated into the community which was evidenced through their use of community
specific language, adherence to community norms and awareness of community interaction protocols.
‘Buy and Sell’ style subforums were not included within the analysis.

Data Analysis
Posts and threads from newcomers were extracted and this text was coded with either pre-determined
or emergent codes using NVivo 10. The aim of this coding was not to provide comparative quantitative
results, but rather to provide sensitizing categories that could aid further development and guidance
for examinations of newcomer behavior. NVivo software has been a successful facilitator of qualitative
content analysis in many research projects involving online communities (Barney, Griffiths, & Banfield,
2011; Maor, 2007).

Data was first coded under the broad term “legitimacy,” implemented via the structured opera-
tionalization of the term (see Table 3). The operationalization of legitimacy was constructed through
definitions of legitimacy in the literature, for example, Galegher et al. (1998) conceptions of group
and topic claims to membership legitimacy. After this initial coding, this data was recoded into
subcategories either emerging iteratively from the data, or from the literature. As these new cat-
egorizations emerged, they were in turn operationalized in the coding framework for reference,
continuity and structure, and iterative coding continued through the four online communities. The
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Table 3 Operationalizing New Categories of Legitimacy in Qualitative Data Analysis

Category Operationalization Example from data

Legitimacy Newcomer posts that gave
information about group or topic
based claims to community
membership (Galegher et al.,
1998). Introducing oneself;
referring to one’s experience and
expertise; referring to lurking;
welcoming new members (Fayard
& DeSanctis, 2010).

I have finally joined EB and am
expecting my first child. Looking
forward to participating now that I
have something to post about!

External legitimacy Links to social media accounts (i.e.
Twitter, Facebook, and Google+),
personal websites/blogs and e-mail
addresses.

For any of you quilters on the thread
or sewers feel free to enter my
giveaway that I am hosting on my
blog at the moment.

Geographical legitimacy Content including geographical
locations and places.

Dublin, Canada, Brisbane, Whistler,
North Shore Trails.

Cultural legitimacy Identification of nongeographically
specific cultural artefacts.

Colloquial language, national
holidays, cultural artefacts.

data was coded multiple times and reflexive memos and matrices were used to organize and give
a deep understanding of the concepts emerging from the analysis. In total, three additional cate-
gories emerged from the analysis. Table 3 describes the operationalization of each new emergent
category.

Results
The results of the NVivo directed content analysis validated existing newcomer legitimacy theory, and
augmented these theories with new conceptions of newcomer legitimacy. A total of 865 coding references
across 279 sources were used to code six categorizations of legitimacy. Six categorizations of legitimacy
were present in the data. The first three types of legitimacy were based on previous conceptions of legiti-
macy which arose out of the literature, whereas the final three categorizations emerged from the content
analysis. The development and identification of these six categories address the primary research aim,
and identifies how newcomers establish legitimacy in an online community, and how they are perceived
by the community to establish legitimacy.

Contextual legitimacy
In order for newcomers to legitimate their presence, they needed to post content relative to this con-
text (Galegher et al., 1998). Contextual legitimacy was exhibited by newcomers in all four communities
through context-specific content in their postings (e.g. motherhood and cycling). Contextual legitimacy
can also be linked to Fayard and DeSanctis (2010) understanding of legitimacy when newcomers referred
to a previous post via quoting or discussion. Referring to the context of the community in their posts
shows they are aware of the community discussion, and their post becomes grounded and legitimate in
the eyes of others. Each posting categorized as contextual legitimacy was replied to by other community
members, showing contextual legitimacy elicited community-newcomer engagement.
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Hi just wondering if anyone is expecting triplets? And what ur care plan is… I only found out at 14
weeks and there is a lot of confusion in the hospital… Anyone else expecting
triplets?<Newcomer 1; EssentialBaby> .

Testimonial legitimacy
Another common legitimacy behavior exhibited was providing personal testimonials (Arguello et al.,
2006; Galegher et al., 1998). This was seen through personal pronoun use, and giving personal infor-
mation about themselves. In the parenting communities, the newcomers tended to identify the number
of children they had, their relationship status, and whether they were a parent, expecting, or trying to
conceive. In the case of the cycling community, the newcomers would describe their riding style or their
bicycle model.

I’m from Pemberton, BC, been riding AM for about 3 yrs. Being a family man, my riding style is
more non aggressive<Newcomer 2; North Shore Mountain Biking>

By presenting this information to the community, the newcomers demonstrated their knowledge
of the topic being discussed and shared personal information about themselves to the community.
By sharing this personal information, the newcomer is indicating to the community they are willing
to impart information about themselves for community assessment. If their personal testimonials are
context-relevant, valid (in the eyes of the community), and of interest, their community presence may be
legitimated. There was some overlap between contextual and testimonial legitimacy, whereby much of
the testimonial content was contextual (e.g. the cyclists would give contextual testimonial information).

Lurking legitimacy
Evidence of lurking legitimacy was commonly found in the data, where newcomers described how they
had previously ‘lurked’ on the community or read posts and threads before posting. Admissions of
de-lurking were also common whereby newcomers would refer to ‘finally’ joining after they had become
a mother (in the case of the parenting communities) or purchased a bicycle (in the case of the cycling
community). This showed how they felt that being pregnant or being a bicycle owner was a prerequisite
for posting in the community. This ties in with contextual legitimacy, in that the newcomer would have
lurked and seen that having experience of the community context is significant for legitimacy.

After months and months of watching this thread I thought I would finally register and post a
couple pictures of my Santa Cruz Nomad. <Newcomer 3; North Shore Mountain Biking>

By presenting this information to the community, existing members are made aware that the new-
comer has already researched community norms and values, which lends legitimacy to their community
postings.

Geographical legitimacy
The first of the new emergent categories of legitimacy was entitled geographical legitimacy. The analysis
found that newcomers tended to mention both geographical and culturally specific content in their pri-
mary interactions with the community. Many newcomers mentioned place names (i.e. Brisbane, Sydney)
or gave details of the names of local hospitals, trail centers or bike shop locations. This gave the commu-
nity information as to the location of the user, demonstrated they had a common geographical interest,
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and provided a clearer understanding of their offline identity. By sharing this information, the newcomer
is showing they are members of the cultural locus in which the community bases itself within, and legit-
imates their community presence because of this cultural membership. Interestingly, this was common
to all four communities and was almost a prerequisite for initial interactions.

So I just spent the snowboarding season in Pemberton and had a blast! Really don’t want to go
home yet, so I’ve decided to stay another 4 months to do some mountain biking and see the area in
the summer.<Newcomer 4; North Shore Mountain Biking>

Cultural legitimacy
In addition, it was found that newcomers mentioned non-geographical cultural artefacts during their
initial community interactions such as culturally specific abbreviations (i.e. Para, ECCE, and NCT),
resources (i.e. websites with country specific prefixes), language (i.e. Aistear), current affairs (i.e. politics,
television programs), and infrastructure (i.e. DART, LUAS).

I’m pregnant with Number 2 (due 12 August) and live in Perth. (… ) Hoping for the birthing
centre at RBH<Newcomer 8; Essential Baby>

This second emergent category of legitimacy was entitled cultural legitimacy. Newcomers presenting
these types of explicit cultural artefacts showed they had cultural commonalities with the community
which in turn legitimated their community membership.

External legitimacy
The third of the new emergent categories was entitled external legitimacy. This was a less common but
relevant form of legitimacy emerging from the data. This was the use of external sources to legitimate
a newcomer’s identity. Reference to personal blog sites, social media channels, private messaging, and
contact addresses were all used by newcomers to provide legitimacy to their community interactions.
Some newcomers used business addresses or website links at the end of their posts to facilitate this
legitimacy.

Hi all, a month or so ago I got a call from a company offered me advertising in their magazine (… )
Please be on the lookout for these scam artists and don’t let them fool you.Sarah Babyfun
Montessori Pre-School, Dublin, <Newcomer 2: MagicMum>

By presenting these external sources to the community, existing members could verify the identity
of the newcomer thus providing legitimacy to their community presence.

Conceptualizing the Directed and Emergent Categories
These six types of legitimacy were not standalone categories, and interaction and overlap were identified
between them (e.g. testimonial and contextual legitimacy). Subsequent to the data analysis, it was deter-
mined a conceptual framework of newcomer legitimacy could be developed to outline these relationships
(see Figure 2). A conceptual framework lays out key concepts and suggests relationships between them in
either graphical or narrative form (Miles & Huberman, 1994). They provide understanding rather than
theoretical explanation, and are commonly used for assessment and future theory building (Hawkins &
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Credentials

Testimonial
and

Contextual

Newcomer
Legitimacy

Lurking
and

External

Cultural
and

Geographical

Locus Presence

Figure 2 Conceptual Framework of Online Community Newcomer Legitimacy

Verhoest, 2002; Jabareen, 2009). This framework was developed in two ways. First, by creating a coding
comparison in NVivo, and identifying where codes overlapped. The analysis demonstrated the categories
testimonial legitimacy and contextual legitimacy, and geographic and cultural legitimacy had many com-
monly coded references. This suggested these categories had intrinsic properties in common. Secondly,
relationships between the remaining categories, lurking and external, were determined using a qualita-
tive reflexive approach.

Given the commonalities between some categories, segments were created containing these pair-
ings. Cultural and geographical legitimacy had strong conceptual similarities, with location being a key
variable for both categories. This segment was termed “locus” in the conceptual framework. Testimo-
nial and contextual legitimacy also had strong conceptual similarities with a focus on giving credentials,
and were paired together as under the term “credentials.” Finally, lurking and external legitimacy were
paired under the conceptual variable similarity “presence.” This variable was selected as both categories
are centered on newcomers giving evidence of their online presence prior to community engagement.

A triangular shape was used as it displayed the primary concept (i.e. newcomer legitimacy) in a cen-
tral position and permitted behavioral categorizations to be further classified and arranged around this
position. This ensured greater clarity of understanding, allowed for all categories of legitimacy behavior
to be viewed in one place, and displayed the interrelatedness of concepts both with one another and with
the primary concept.

The framework provides a foundation for future analysis of newcomer legitimacy behavior. How-
ever, it must be noted the framework could change depending on how the categories combine and
interact within different communities. In effect, it is not a static tool, but could have different size seg-
ments, interaction patterns or shape depending on the behavior of newcomers in a particular online
community. For example, in a community where locus is not of great importance (i.e. multinational
communities), this segment may be smaller and the credentials segment may be larger. If this is the case,
the triangle may be less like an equilateral triangle and more like an isosceles triangle. Alternatively, the
categories could interact with other types of newcomer behavior such as information seeking or social
expression. The construction of the framework allows for this malleability, and for any future legitimacy
categories.
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The coding and subsequent framework obeyed the validation techniques by H. Hsieh and Shannon
(2005) for directed content analysis by adhering to a coding schema. Other qualitative methods such as
constant comparison, NVivo visualizations, task lists, matrices and reflexive notes were also used which
supported the validity of the process. In addition, by combining induction and deduction in the devel-
opment of the categories and conceptual framework, analytical rigor is supported. The use of multiple
communities also increases the research breadth and validity by using more than one analytical source.
As the open coding is derived from raw data, this process itself lends validity because of the direct con-
nection between theoretical development and data origination. The framework of newcomer legitimacy
extends the prior classification and is a visual tool to understand newcomer legitimacy within different
online communities.

Discussion
The results of this study have classified, augmented, validated and conceptualized existing and emer-
gent conceptions of newcomer legitimacy. The research has subsequently offered a tool for researchers
to better understand newcomer behavior. For example, if a community has low newcomer retention
rates, understanding how newcomers are (or are not) legitimating themselves to the community could
be framed by these categories. If newcomers are not providing any form of legitimacy in their initial
community contributions, moderators can identify this and encourage more personal or contextually
specific contributions.

A key point that arose which warrants further discussion is the emergence of a multifaceted
understanding of newcomer legitimacy via the classification and data analysis process. Existing research
illustrated online community legitimacy was present in different ways in online communities. However,
classifying these theoretical conceptions of legitimacy had never previously been conducted. This
research has contributed a classification of existing online community legitimacy behavior. The analysis
of four online communities using these classifications confirmed online community legitimacy is
not a static concept, and has many complex offshoots. This supported previous research and gave
credence to the investigation of legitimacy with a focus on newcomers. In addition, the directed content
analysis methodology facilitated this multifaceted analysis by aiding the collection and classification of
previously scattered theoretical concepts as well as identifying emergent categories. This classification
of existing research on legitimacy has important implications for the understanding of online com-
munity users. The classification frames existing theory, improves clarity, and provides a framework for
examining legitimacy from a contextually determined perspective (Kwasnik, 1992).

However, additional newcomer behaviors such as information seeking, emotional disclosure, and
social expression could also be interrelated with these classifications of newcomer legitimacy. Future
research is warranted where these existing newcomer behaviors could be investigated in light of the
novel classifications in this research. As these categories of legitimacy are not stand alone, future research
could unearth additional newcomer legitimacy behaviors. Analysis of the overlap of codes within the
categories is evidence of this interrelatedness and complexity of newcomer behavior, and this points to
the necessity of further analysis of newcomer behavior and the categories within. It is important to note
that these categories are not definitive substantive categories, but rather sensitizing categories to bring
awareness to the complexities of newcomer behavior and allow room for future revision, addition and
exploration. They provide a general sense of reference and guidance (Blumer, 1954).

This research has also provided new insight into online community newcomer behavior by identi-
fying emergent categories of legitimacy from online communities from different geographical domains.
Two of these new categories focused on the presentation of cultural and geographical information to
legitimate their presence. Geography forms a basis for social community (Festinger, Back, & Schachter,
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1950), and additional literature analyzing other social media channels such as Twitter (Herdagdelen,
Zuo, Gard-Murray, & Bar-Yam, 2013) have highlighted the importance of geographical location for user
interaction. Geographical location within an online forum was previously conceptualized by Fayard and
DeSanctis (2010) who found that sharing information about geographical locale supported collective
identity and shared culture in an online community. By asserting that they are from the same geograph-
ical locations as the community, newcomers can legitimize their presence through increasing feelings
of similarity with the group, which results in greater fostering of social community (Forman, Ghose, &
Wiesenfeld, 2008). The implications of this research are that geographical and cultural factors have a
greater role to play in online community socialization than previously realized.

A limitation of this research related to the validity of the categories used in the framework given the
developmental stage of online communities. One could argue that as newcomer behavior analysis is at a
preliminary phase, the framework is not as accurate as it could be if the field was more advanced. More
categories of newcomer legitimacy could potentially be identified in the future. However, as the frame-
work has been developed through qualitative methods it lends itself to future theoretical integration,
and is a useful tool for guiding, supporting, and directing future research. If, and when, new theories of
newcomer behavior emerge, they can be added to the conceptual framework. Furthermore these cate-
gories are not definitive substantive categories of newcomer legitimacy. They are sensitizing categories
that help researchers become aware of newcomer behavior that they may encounter but they do not have
a particular content until they are defined relative to a substantive issue. Rather than being definitive,
the categories are tools for future research.

The classification and conceptual framework have both theoretical and practical implications. By
assimilating existing and emergent forms of newcomer legitimacy in one place the framework improves
theoretical understanding of legitimacy behaviors and the relationships between them. The framework
also has practical implications for online community managers that are looking to retain and support
newcomers. Community managers could use the conceptual framework to identify how newcomers in
their community are legitimating their presence, support these newcomers and identify whether the
existing community is responding positively to this. This could improve newcomer retention and inter-
action, and also contribute new knowledge of newcomer behavior in online communities.
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